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Abstract –

The field of Earthquake Engineering has existence from many years. Earthquake Engineers have made significant
contributions to the seismic safety of several important structures in the country. However, as the recent earthquakes have shown, the
performance of normal structures during past earthquakes has been less satisfactory. This is mainly due to the lack of awareness amongst
most practicing engineers of the special provisions that need to be followed in Earthquake Resistant Design and thereafter in construction.
Braced frames, besides other structural systems, such as moment resisting frames or shear walls, have been an effective and valuable
method to enhance structures against lateral loads. In seismic excitations, inclined elements react as truss web elements which would bear
compression or tension stresses. This axial reaction results in less moments and therefore smaller sizes in beam and column sections with
respect to members in similar moment resisting frame. So, in this report two separate Unsymmetrical RCC framed buildings one braced
and another unbraced subjected to lateral loads are analyzed. Seismic analysis is carried out using software SAP2000 for both the
buildings. Different bracing sections along with different bracing systems are employed to study the seismic response of the building. The
building is analyzed for different load combinations as per IS 1893:2002. The comparison is done between the braced and unbraced
building on the basis of floor displacements, storey drifts, base shear, axial force and bending moments. It was observed that seismic
performance of the braced building is improved as compared to unbraced building.
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INTRODUCTION
Due to Earthquakes most of the structure is destruct and Earthquake occurs due to sudden
transient motion of the ground which results into release of elastic energy in a matter of few
seconds. An earthquake is caused by a sudden slip on a fault. So study of Earthquakes is very
necessary in recent year.
In earthquake the tectonic plates are always slowly moving, but they get stuck at their edges
due to friction. When the stress on the edge overcomes the friction, there is an earthquake that
releases energy in the form of waves that travel through the earth's crust and cause the shaking
of the ground. The impact of the event is most traumatic because it affects large area, occurs
suddenly and is unpredictable. They can cause large scale loss of life and property and disrupts
essential services such as Water Supply, Sewerage systems, Communication and power,
Transport etc. They not only destroy villages, towns and cities but the aftermath leads to
destabilization of the economic and social structure of the nation.
1.1 EARTHQUAKE EFFECTS
Ground shaking, surface faulting, ground failure, and less commonly, tsunamis are some of the
common effects of earthquake.
1.1.1 Ground Shaking
Ground shaking is a term used to describe the vibrations of the ground during an earthquake.
Ground shaking is caused by body waves and surface waves. The severity of ground shaking
increases as magnitude increases and decreases as distance from the fault increases. Although
the physics of seismic waves is complex, ground shaking can be explained in terms of body
waves, compression, or P, and Shear, or S, and surface waves, Rayleigh and Love. ‘P’ waves
propagate through the Earth with a speed of about 22000 km per hour and are the first waves
to cause vibration of a building. ‘S’ waves arrive next and cause a structure to vibrate from side
to side. They are the most damaging waves, because buildings are more easily damaged from
horizontal motion than from vertical motion of the ground. The ‘P’ and ‘S’ waves mainly cause
high-frequency vibrations; whereas, Rayleigh waves and Love waves, which arrive last, mainly
cause low-frequency vibrations. Body and surface waves cause the ground, and consequently a
building, to vibrate in a complex manner. The objective of earthquake-resistant design is to
construct a building so that it can withstand the ground shaking caused by body and surface
waves.
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1.1.2 Surface Faulting
The differential movement of the two sides of a fracture at the Earth's surface is of three
general types: strike-slip, normal, and reverse (or thrust). Combinations of the strike-slip type
and the other two types of faulting can be found. Surface faulting, as the term used here,
applies to differential movements caused by deep-seated forces in the earth. Death and injuries
from surface faulting are very unlikely, but casualties can occur indirectly through fault damage
to structures. Nevertheless, the damage to structures located in the fault zone can be very high,
especially where the land use is intensive. A variety of structures have been damaged by
surface faulting, including houses, apartments, commercial buildings, nursing homes, railroads,
highways, tunnels, bridges, canals, storm drains, water wells, and water, gas, and sewer lines.
Damage to these types of structures has ranged from minor to very severe. The displacements,
lengths, and widths of surface fault ruptures show a wide range.
1.1.3 Ground Failure
In ground failure generally Liquefaction failure is most dangerous.
A) Liquefaction Induced: - Liquefaction is not a type of ground failure; it is a physical process
that takes place during some earthquakes that may lead to ground failure. As a
consequence of liquefaction, clay-free soil deposits, primarily sands and silts, temporarily
lose strength and behave as viscous fluids rather than as solids. Liquefaction takes place
when seismic shear waves pass through a saturated granular soil layer, distort its granular
structure, and cause some of the void spaces to collapse.Secondary hazards include ground
failure, liquefaction, landslides and avalanches.
B) Lateral Spreads: - Lateral spreads involve the lateral movement of large blocks of soil as a
result of liquefaction in a subsurface layer. Movement takes place in response to the ground
shaking generated by an earthquake. Lateral spreads generally develop on gentle slopes,
most commonly on those between 0.3 and 3 degrees. Horizontal movements on lateral
spreads commonly are as much as 3 to 5 meter, but, where slopes are particularly favorable
and the duration of ground shaking is long, lateral movement may be as much as 30 to 50
meter. Damage caused by lateral spreads is seldom catastrophic, but it is usually disruptive.
Lateral spreads are destructive particularly to pipelines.
C) Flow Failures: - Flow failures, consisting of liquefied soil or blocks of intact material riding on
a layer of liquefied soil, are the most catastrophic type of ground failure caused by
liquefaction. These failures commonly move several meter and, if geometric conditions
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permit, several tens of meters. Flows travel at velocities as great as many tens of kilometer
per hour. Flow failures usually form in loose saturated sands or silts on slopes greater than 3
degrees. Flow failures can originate either underwater or on land. Many of the largest and
most damaging flow failures have taken place underwater in coastal areas.
D) Loss of Bearing Strength - When the soil supporting a building or some other structure
liquefies and loses strength, large deformations can occur within the soil, allowing the
structure to settle and tip.
2. Novel Technique for Making Structure Earthquake Resistant
2.1. Bracing Systems
In braced frames, vertical bracings are formed by diagonal members within the steel frame.
These bracings may be of different form (cross-braced X shaped; V or inverted V shaped;
symmetrical or unsymmetrical portal). Alternatives to steel bracings are the reinforced concrete
shear walls or core.
2.1.1 Vertical bracing
Vertical bracing to columns provides lateral stability to a structure and resistance to wind
loading. The bracing is thus subject to horizontal loading acting in either the left-to-right or
right-to-left direction. The most commonly used configurations are illustrated in Fig 1.10. Those
shown in details (a) to (c) can be used in multi-storey buildings, with the floor beams being
located at each panel height of the system. They could also be used, along with the
configurations shown in details (d) and (e), for tall columns in single-storey buildings. In this
case the beams indicated in details (a) to (c) would be replaced by horizontal struts.
In type (a) the diagonals could be designed to act either in tension only or in combined tension
compression; in the latter case the horizontal members would carry no load. The tension-only
system is very efficient since the diagonals can be designed to minimum size and with a large
slenderness ratio. It is especially applicable to bracing systems with large panel sizes, i.e. in
height or width or both.
In detail (b) the diagonals act in tension and compression and thus need to be stiffer; the
horizontal beams do not carry any bracing load. Note that at ground level the full horizontal
load is resisted by a single column foundation, which is a less favorable situation than when it is
shared between two column bases. It is nevertheless an efficient system, provided the lengths
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of the diagonals are not excessive, since a minimum number of members and connections are
involved.
The inverted-V or chevron bracing in detail (c) is a tension compression system with shorter
diagonal members and each horizontal member acting half in tension and half in compression.
It is thus an efficient system, but if applied to a multi-storey building the bracings act as props
at mid-length of each beam which would result in a lighter beam section, but a much heavier
bracing section.
The system shown in (e) is similar to the tension compression bracing shown in (a), but with the
horizontals omitted. For single-storey buildings any of the layouts shown in details (a) to (e) can
be used, in one or more panel heights.
The bracing shown in detail (f) is equivalent to a single panel of the (c) type, but is used where
the aim is to separate the overhead beam from the bracing itself, as in a crane gantry. In this
case the bracing resists horizontal loading only and does not pick up any load from the beam.

Fig. No 1.1 Different Types of Bracing
The configurations shown in (g) and (h) may be used for single-storey buildings where greater
clearance between the columns is required. They are previously less economical than any of the
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others and are only used when called for. The (g) type may also be used in multi-storey
buildings in special cases where clearance is required. Sub-bracings, as shown dotted, may be
added to reduce the effective length of the bracing members in the plane of the frame. In
present work three types of bracings are used namely X, diagonal and V bracing as shown in
figure 1.10 (a,b,c) respectively.
2.1.2 Bracing sections
As stated earlier, Rolled steel sections are often used for strut bracings in buildings and single
angles for ties. For large structures and especially industrial applications such as buildings for
plants, towers, mine headgears, conveyor trestles, etc, the bracing may have to take a different
form. Fig. 1.11 shows a number of sections commonly used, ranging from light simple ties to
heavy compound struts.

Fig.1.2 Bracing Sections
The double angles shown in details (b) to (d) are used for both ties and strut and are efficient as
regards their end connections because the bolts are in double shear. They may be used in
indoor locations in non-corrosive environments; if used in corrosive situations they should be
galvanized or treated in some other form because of the difficulty during subsequent
maintenance of painting between the angles.
The starred-angle strut shown in detail (e) is not as cost-effective as it might appear because of
the stringent code requirements, and also because of the wide gussets required at the ends. It
is, however, popular section in heavy structures with large racing lengths and forces.
The rolled steel bracing shown in detail (f) is very efficient structurally when used as a single
strut. It should preferably not be used in the X-configuration because of the difficulty in
providing a suitable gusset at the intersection of the X. When compared with a starred-angle
section as used in long or heavily loaded compression members the rolled steel shows up well.
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The higher cost per unit mass and the welded T-connections at the ends are offset by the much
higher mass per meter and the battens of the starred angle.
The twin-angle section shown in detail (g) is suitable as a strut. When used as a tie the battens
or lacings could be omitted unless the slenderness ratio is very high.
The I-section in detail (h), or alternatively an H-section, is efficient when used in systems where
a member with a depth perpendicular to the bracing plane is required; double-plane gussets
are used, attached to the flanges. In present work single IS channel section is used for different
bracing system.
3 OBJECTIVES
 To compare response of braced and unbraced building subjected to lateral loads.
 To identify the suitable bracing systems for resisting the seismic loads efficiently.
4. MODELING AND ANALYSIS OF THE BUILDING

Fig.no 4.1 PLAN OF BUILDING
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Fig no4.3 Elevation with X bracing

Fig no4.4 Elevation with 2X bracing

Fig no4.5 Elevation with V bracing
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4.1 For ISMC 250
The graphs for ISMC 250 are plotted in X direction and Y direction as shown below

Fig 4.1 Displacement of floors in X-direction

Floor
no

Unbraced

X-Braced

2X-braced

Inverted V braced

XYXYXYXYDirection Direction Direction Direction Direction Direction Direction Direction

Plinth 0.001216 0.0022

0.00056

0.001275 0.0006

0.001324 0.000606 0.001327

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

0.002235
0.004027
0.00589
0.007753
0.009562
0.011269
0.01283
0.014207
0.015365
0.016289

0.003153
0.005088
0.007092
0.009092
0.011031
0.012858
0.014527
0.015996
0.01723
0.018202

0.003829
0.006507
0.009098
0.011681
0.014101
0.016331
0.018334
0.020006
0.021376
0.022328

0.010447
0.021646
0.032643
0.042875
0.052178
0.060468
0.067629
0.073485
0.077817
0.080606

0.02036
0.039689
0.057765
0.074298
0.089162
0.102221
0.11328
0.122059
0.128179
0.131367

0.002747
0.005147
0.007509
0.009866
0.012094
0.014165
0.01603
0.017619
0.018926
0.019887
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0.002808
0.005169
0.007578
0.009953
0.012226
0.014339
0.016238
0.017872
0.019195
0.020187

0.003924
0.006566
0.009239
0.011852
0.014336
0.016628
0.01867
0.020406
0.021783
0.022764
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Fig 4.2 Displacement of floors in Y-direction
From fig. 4.1 and fig. 4.2 it can be seen that lateral displacements in braced building in both X
and Y direction are reduced in comparison with the unbraced building. The displacement at the
top storey in X direction reduces by 79.8%, 75.34%, and 74.97% and in Y direction by 86.14%,
83%, 82.67% for X bracing, 2-storey X bracing and inverted V bracing respectively.
4.2 BASE SHEAR
The maximum base shears at the base for unbraced and different braced building are shown in
fig. 4.3 and fig. 4.4

Fig 4.3 Base Shear in X- Direction
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Fig 4.4 Base Shear in Y- Direction
Fig. 4.3 and fig. 4.4 shows that the base shear in X bracing system is more as compared to 2
storey X bracing system and inverted V bracing system. The base shear produce in X and Y
direction is same because stiffness of building is same in both direction. As the stiffness of
bracing sections increases, the base shear in building also increases in both directions.
CONCLUSION
Based on analysis results following conclusion are drawn
1. The displacement of the building decreases depending upon the different bracing system
employed and the bracing sizes.
2. The storey drift of the braced building decreases as compared to the unbraced building
which indicates that the overall response of the building decreases.
3. It was also observed that as the size bracing section increases the displacements and storey
drifts decreases for the braced buildings.
4. The overall performance of X braced building better than other two types of braced building.
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